
EGYPT 1877

1. That London go along with reasonable postponement of elec-
tions.

2. That London join with Egypt in joint statement.
3. That London accept "advisory commission".
4. That London authorize Stevenson with assistance Gov Gen's

advisers to discuss with Egypt Govt their proposed amendments to
statutes.

CAPFERY

No. 1023

745W.OO/11-3.12: Telegram

The Ambassador in Egypt (Caffery) to the Department'of State 1

SECRET CAIRO, November 3, 1952—3 p. m.
1106. Altho Egyptians have "turned the tables" on Brit in^fecing

them with proposals endorsed by major Sudanese parties which are
designed bring to early end Brit control of Sudan, fact remains that
Brit have won battle to keep Egyptians out of Sudan and Egyptians
know it (mytel 1044, October 26).

CAPFERY

1 Repeated to London as telegram 372 and unnumbered to Paris, the Arab cap-*
itals, Tel Aviv, Ankara, Tehran, Rome, Moscow, Tripoli, Tunis, Tangier, and Khar-
toum.

No. 1024 , '-.vsJ-.-V . •' :*«*
«11.74/ll-10.->2: Telegram -

The Ambassador in Egypt (Caffery) to the Department of State

SECRET - CAIRO, November 10, 1952 — 2p.m.
1167. Fol is text of Egypt memo handed me today by rep of Gen

Naguib:

"A. The Egypt Govt appreciate the reaffirming by the USQ that
its attitude towards the present regime remains as stated by the
Secy of State onP^ept 3. 2

"B. The Egypt Govt reaffirms its desire for coop and will be glad
to enter into discussions with the Govt of the US to determine the
nature and the scope of such coop immed upon the termination of
the withdrawal of Brit armed forces from Egypt territory.

1 Repeated to London as telegram 394, to Paris for Reinhardt as 102, to Rome for
Unger as 51, and unnumbered to Ankara and the Arab capitals.

2 See footnote 2, Document 1005. - .


